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IMPORTANT TIPS

* Read this instruction manual carefully before you start to install and use the boiler, what is the 

condition of the dfficient use and the proper installation of the appliance.

* This instruction manual is an integral and important equipment of the boiler. They should be kept 

through the whole operation life of the boiler and should be read carefully as it includes full 

information and warnings concerning safety during installation, operation and maintenance,

 which must be observed.

* Flue system must be tight. Leakage on the pipe connections may cause flood the interior of the 

boiler with the condensate. All damages and defects of boiler cause by above situation are excluded 

of the producer's responsibility.

* The boiler can be installed and operated only in a room where all building works have been already 

completed. It is not allowed to install and operate the boiler in a room where building works are still 

in progress. The cleanliness of air in a room where the boiler will be installed must meet the same 

requirements as for rooms designed for people.

* All defects caused by a lack of filters on central heating or domestic water systems neither gas supply will 

not be repaired under quarantee.

* The first boiler start - up as well as its repairs, adjustments and maintenance works must be only 

performed by a qualified person.

* The boiler must be operated by adult only.

* Do not do any repairs and modifications by yourself.

* Do not cover the air grates.

* Do not keep in the vicinity of the boiler any containers with flammable, aggressive and corrosive

 liquids and other substances.

* Any failures that are a result of operation discordant to recommendations included in this instruction

manual cannot be cause for complaint.

* Manufacturer is not responsible for any failures being the result of faults during the process of

installation and inobservance the regulations and instructions given by the manufacturer.

* Complying with recommendations given in this instruction manual ensures a long, reliable and

safe operation of the boiler.
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1. OVERALL VIEW

These instructions are suitable for KRP Series Wood pellet boiler;

Do not forget this instruction.

To ensure the correct installation, commissioning and servicing of domestic central heating system.

Increasing heating surface area & efficiency !!  Increasing the capacity of hot water !!
1. Complex heat exchanger in fire & water tube type
The efficiency is increased up to 92% by applying complex heat exchanger in fire tube and water tube type and baffle

 plate for duct outlet.

2. Applying heat exchanger with high capacity
As upper wet structure and combustion chamber in larger size (Ø304→Ø354) are applied, heating 

surface area is increased with more heating water.

3. Saving power consumption and faster igniting time
Ignition heater in 'ㄷ' type saces power consumption, further reducing ignitiong time. Combustion is 

more stable thanks to ash pan air hole added to lateral and front side.

4. Ash container in drawer type is adapted
As lateral ash container is replaced by front ash container in drawer type, heat loss is reduced and

cleaning becomes easier. 

5. Internal circulation pumps in new technology
As the forced circulation in which boiler is occationally off due to partial overheat of heating water 

around hot water coil is minimized and balanced heat echchange is realized, the capacity of hot

water is notably increased.

6. More precise fuel supplying system
Thanks to high precision, the tolerance in the

screw and feeding pipe is reduced. By axial

rotation, fuel is less crushed and even crushed

fuel can be supplied.

1-1 GENERAL INFORMATION
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2. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

  Model : KRP-20A (Wood pellet Boiler)

 ■ Features
 * High efficiency in Korea
   -> Certified for heating efficiency of 82% under the certification test of the korea Environmental industry and Technology Institute (20K)
*Application of muti-channel mode to precent flame counter-flow
   -> The apparatus incormprates the multi-channel mode to prevent flame counter-flow. The burner fuel feed pipe is made of a 
        special heat-resistant quarter pipe to allow easy monitoring of flames in the burner.
* Application of a control system and actual load apparatus
   -> A blower of high DC voltage is used to reduce the quantity of sludge in the ash tray, thereby extending the cleaning cycle. 
       An actual load apparatus is used for the feed motor and the heater, which triggers the safety shut-off device in the event of 
       overload to prevent damage to the machine.
▶Accessories: Cleaning tools, user's manual, cleaning brush, water draining tee, and room thermostat.

3.5

200

1,256 x 828 x 1,400

230V / 50HzPOWER SOURCE

DIMENSION (Wx Dx H)

FUEL TYPE

FE

Wood  fellet Φ 6 x 35 mm

MODEL

2-1 SPECIFICATION

KRP - 20A

HETING AREA (㎡)

WEIGHT (kg)

INSTALLATION TYPE
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3. INSTALLATION

 1. DIMENSION

A B C D E F G H I

1050 780 1000 165 214 376 135 135 135

 2. PIPE SIZE

Safety valve

1/2" (15)KRP-20A

CAPACITY

KRP-20A

CH ReturnCAPACITY  DHW Inlet DHW Out CH Supply

REMARK

3-1 STANDARD INSTALLATION

1/2" (15) 1/2" (15) 1 1/4 " (32)1 1/4 " (32)

REMARK
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3. INSTALLATION

    ▶ Conditons to be checked prior to installation

The product shall be installed by authorized engineer pursuant to the methods stipulated in the manual.

 - Install a boiler suitable for the purpose of use and the CH area.
 - Install the boiler in a lacation such that exhaust gas or noise from the boiler does not cause inconvenience to the users or
to residents in the vicinity of the boiler's location.
 - Do not install the boiler in a location adjacent to areas frequently accessed by people, such as a staircase or emergency
exit.
 - Secure sufficient space for the operation, inspection and repair of the boiler ( 1m or more at the front, rear, and left -
 and right-hand sides of the boiler)
 - The use of water ( for CH ) containing a large quantity of lime or salinity causes corrosion of the product. Always use 
tap water if possible.

   ▶ Installation of flue

   ▶ Cautions in installing Flue

3-2 INSTALLING FLUE
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3. INSTALLATION

 1. The highest part of flue should be out of wind pressure belt and should not be influenced by rain and wind.

    → Cover the flue with nonflammables, the distance from flue to nonflammables

       should be more than 30cm.

    → On putting th fuel, unexpected heat may be created around the flue, so

       do not place combustibles or inflammables around the flue, and keep a safe distance.

    → Install the flue higher than 3m from the boiler.

    → In installing a flue, keep the height 3 times longer than the width.

 2. If the flue is placed in a wind pressure belt, the wind may cause incomplete combustion,

   which leads to the much soot, efficiency degradation and safety shut down function.

   Therefore, don't install the flue in a high wind pressure area.

 The provision for satisfactory flue termination must be installed in accordance with local regulations. 

The appliance must be installed so that the flue terminal is exposed to outdoor air. 

The terminal must not discharge into another room or space such as an outhouse or lean-to. It is important that the 

position of the terminal allows a free passage of air across it at all times. The terminal should be located with due  

regard for the damage or discoloration that might occur on buildings in the vicinity, 

it must also be located in a place not likely to cause nuisance. In cold or humidity weather water vapor may condense 

on leaving the flue terminal  The effect of such “steaming” must be considered. If the terminal is less than 1 meter 

above a balcony, above ground or above a flat roof to which people has access, then a suitable stainless steel terminal  

guard must be fitted. The minimum acceptable spacing from the terminal to obstructions and ventilation openings  

are specified in Fig. X.

* Warning

The exhaust gas duct must not be contact with or close to inflammable material and must not pass through building 

structures or walls made of inflammable material. When replacing an old appliance, the flue system must be changed.

3-2 INSTALLING FLUE
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3. INSTALLATION

1. Install the Nitrogen vessel at a location 1 m above the top

 of the boiler.

(Install the vessel at a location 1 m above the pipe on the floor

when you install the vessel in a cellar.)

2. The supply line of hot water shall be connected to the water

tank on the rooftop, not directly to the tap water line.

3. Do not use the check valve on the pipe of makeup water

and discharge.

 
  

4. The water pressure in the DHW(domestic hot water)

supply pipe shall be kept at 0.6 - 1 kg/㎠. Install the reduction 

valve when using the supply water pump, or making direct

connection to the tap water line.

(if the water pressure is excessively high, use the reduction 

valve.)

3-3  HEATING PIPE CONNECTION
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3. INSTALLATION

5. Use the tees on the heating outlet of the heating pipe and
the discharge pipe to install the expansion pipe on 
the separated pipe. (Install the natural circulation preventing 
pipe when installing at a cellar.)

6. Use the circulation pump with appropriate capacity, and
install the discharge valve.

2. Water connection
 1). The illustration shows the connections for the water attachments of the boiler. See valves configuration  
 2). Check that the maximum water mains pressure does not exceed 3bar; if it does, a pressure reducing valve must be
       installed.
 3). For measuring of the pipes and of the heating bodies in the heating system, the residual head value should be calculated
       as a function of the requested flow rate, in accordance with the valves shown in the circulation pump graph

3. Drain connection 
 1). Extend the hose from the safety valve and connect the drain hole.
 ※  Caution ; Do not store any wettable things under the boiler or near the drain hole.

3-3  HEATING PIPE CONNECTION
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3. INSTALLATION

1 Standard pipework
3-4 TOTAL PIPE WORK

* The  use safety valve, be sure to set its pressure at
2.5kgf/ ㎠ and internal pressure below 1 kgf/ ㎠
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3. INSTALLATION

* Structure and name
3-5 STRUCTURE AND NAME
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3. INSTALLATION

 ※  This appliance is designed on AC 220V ~ 230V/ 50Hz.
       This work of connecting wires is required by a qualified electrician.

 1. Make sure that the earth connection is required for safety uses from any electric leakage or short-circuit.

 2. Make sure that the connecting electricity - for example, connecting power and cable, wiring, earthing, 
    etc - should  comply  with the regulation.

 3.  If this appliance is not earthed by power plug, ensure to earth separately, by minimum 30cm inserted in the  
     ground.  Note not to connect gas pipe, telephone wire and lightning conductor(rod) in order to avoid any 
    accident from  lightning, surge, or the gas accident.

 4. Make sure that the socket outlet is apart by over 30 cm from the appliance.

 5. The power outlet has  to have at least the minimum clearance of 30mm from the gas boiler

 6. The grounding point need to be buried at least 30cm

3-6 CONNECTING ELECTRICITY
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4.  TEST WORKING

1. Use the power outlet exclusive for the boiler, and be cautious for leakage
 - The operating power is AC 230/50Hz, Operate the boiler only after checking the voltage.
 - Do not touch the power cable or operate the boiler with wet hands to avoid electric shock. 
   Never clean the boiler with water as a leak, shock or failure of the boiler may result.

2. Do not place combustible or inflammable materials in the vicinity of the boiler
 - install a fire extinguisher in the boiler room.
 - Do not stack wooden materials or place inflammable or combustible materials in the vicinity of the boiler, 
   and keep the area surrounding the boiler clean.

3. Never disassemble, repair or modify without approval of the manufacturer 
 - Shock or fire may result.
 - Contact the after-sales service center when the boiler needs repairing.

4. Never touch the flue while you operatre boiler 
 - You may get burnt

5. Cautions when using the bathing function
 - Take care not to get burnt when using hot water.
 - Do not drink hot water
 - Hot water may suddenly be released when you open the tap after setting the bathing function.
 - Take particular care to protect children and elderly people from scalding water.

6. Prevent frozen rupture during winter season.
 - if the product is connected to the pipes, and the pipes are fully filled with water, connect the power cable to the outlet. 

If there is insufficient water in the pipes, then supply water to the pipes in accordance with the water makeup method. 
Operating the rupture prevention circuit when the pipes are filled with insufficient water may cause the pump to run 
idle or cause overheating or failure of the pump.
 - Fully insulate the pipes.
 - Take the appropriate actions to prevent a frozen rupture by, for example, winding heating coils around the exposed 
pipes in the cold area.
(It is also desirable to install the pipes adjacent to the heating pipes for insulation.)
 - Do not wrap the water drain valve with an insulator.
 - When users do not use the boiler for an extended period, drain the water from the boiler to prevent a frozen rupture, 
and disconnect the power cable from the outlet.
 - The exposed pipes should be wrapped with an insulator 25mm thick or more to prevent the pipes from freezing.
(50mm or more in cold areas)
 - If you leace your home for a number of hours, open the hot water tap in the kitchen slightly to allow a small volume 

of water to flow into the how water pipe to prevent a frozen rupture of the tap water pipe

7. The boiler shall be inspected once a year.
 - Request your distributor to conduct periodic inspections of the boiler (i.e., once or twice a year) 
 - You can operate the boiler safely only when the boiler has been properly inspected.
 - Request your distributor to conduct periodic inspections of the fire tube, and to clean the burner once 
or twice every six months.

    

4-1 COMMON CAUTIONS
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4.  TEST WORKING

1. Keep the pellet away from water or moisture
 - Pellets exposed to water or moisture become sawdust powder and thereby lose their fuel property.
 - You pour the powder into the hopper and operate the boiler, the performance of the machine may be
   seriously affected, including a power reduction and the generation of excessive ash.

2. Use the fuel of class 1 only
 - Use of quality wooden pellets guarantees failure-free operation of the boiler and ensures the extended 
lifecycle of the boiler. It is recommended to use wooden pellets of class 1 or 2 for boilers manufactured and distributed 
in korea. It is essential to use wooden pellets of the quality recommended by th boiler manufacturers.

Unit
mm
mm

kg/㎡
％
％

* Use pellet fuel of Ø6 only

3. Never let foreign materials to be introduced into the boiler when you feed the fuel
 - Never allow foreign materials to enter the fuel storage bin when you are feeding fuel into the bin,
 including gloves, bark, and any part of the gunny bag.
 - The machine may fail or a safety shutdown (Error 03) may result.
 - Remove any foreign material and then restart the machine.

550

≥4.300(≥18.0)

≤0.7

≥4.040(≥16.9)

Class 2 pelletClass 1 pellet

500Apparent density
Length

Diameter

kcal/kg

(MJ/kg)

4-2 PRECAUTIONS FOR OPERATION

Class 4 pelletClass 3 pellet

Calorie

Moisture
Ash content

Characteristics
6~8 6~25

≤32

≤10 ≤15

600640
≤6.0≤3.0≤1.5
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4.  TEST WORKING

  Date      : …….………………………………

  Installer  :  ……………………………………

4-3 FIRST IGNITION OPERATION

15. Check the ionisation
     current

 
Compleat……………………..

12. Check the working in
     DHW mode
 
Compleat……………………

9. Set the heating
power.
   See section
 

6. Fill the installation.
See
   section
 

3. Check the heater of
burner

Compleat………………………

2. Check the wood pellet
and
change  if necessary

5. Check the exhaust
   fume. See section

Compleat………………………….

8. Spin the pump.

Compleat……………………..

11. Balance the central
 heating circuit

Compleat……………….……

14. Make a combustion
rate
 with once pressing on
 RESET button during 5 sec

1. Check the electrical
supply.

Compleat………………………….

4. Measure the pellet inlet

Compleat………………………….

7. Check the hydraulic
  tightness

Compleat………………………….

10. Adapt the regulation
at the  heating installation

Compleat……………….......….

13. Adjust DHW flow rate
on the boiler(if necessary)

Compleat………………………….

16. Explain to the end
user the working of the
boiler

Compleat………………………….
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4.  TEST WORKING

1 How to clean the boiler

[How to clean]

Stop operation of the boiler, make sure the flame is fully
extinguished, and remove the buffle plate from the fire
 tube. Clean the combustion chamber with a steel brush
 to save on fuel costs.

[Interval of cleaning]

1. Removal of sludge from the burner and cleaning of the ash tray : 2 - 3 times a week

2. Cleaning of the dust collector : Once a week

3. Cleaning of the cleaning port of the fire tube : Once a month

  ※ Hold the handle when you open or close the cleaning door not to drop it on the floor.

*Conditions to be checked prior to installation
The product shall be installed by authorized engineer pursuant to the methods stipulated in the user's manual.

 - Install a boiler suitable for the purpose of use and the CH area.

 - Install the boiler in a location such that exhaust gas or noise from the boiler does not cause inconvenience
   to the users or to residents in the vicinity of the boiler's location.

 - Do not install the boiler in a location adjacent to area frequently accessed by people, such as a staircase or
   emergency exit.

 - Secure sufficient space for the opeation, inspection and repair of the boiler (1m or more at the front, rear, and
   left - and right hand sides of the boiler).

 - The use of water (for CH) containing a large quantity of lime or salinity causes corrosion of the product. 
   Always use tap water if possible.

4-4 HOW TO IGNITE PELLET INITIALLY
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5.  DIRECTION FOR ASSEMBLY

5-1 PART EXPLODED VIEW
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5.  DIRECTION FOR ASSEMBLY

KF-60S
1 Side case (L)

2 Side case (R)

3 Mica

4 Top cover

5 Bottom case

6 Panel (side)

7 Panel (back)

8 Front case

9 Door

10 Tool

11 Peep hole gasket

12 Peep hole cap

13 Controller cover

14 Fan cover

15 Door rack

16 DHW Outlet

17 Controller

18 Rom controller

19 DHE inlet

20 Fan 

21 Heat exchanger

22 Tool

23 Temperature sensor

24 Low water sensor

25 Demper

26 Safety valve

연관청소구 문짝

실내온도 조절기

온수입구

온도센서

저수위센서

댐퍼

안전밸브

송풍기

열교환기

콘트롤 카바

온수공급

감시창 캡

케이싱 우측

재처리공구

상부카바

운모

케이스 전면

팬 카바

손잡이(투입구 문짝)

케이싱 좌측

 ERP Code

5-2 PART NAME

측면 판넬

감시창 가스켓

콘트롤

후면 판넬

바닥 케이스

문짝

KF-35S
ModelNo KoreanPart Name(English)
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6. FUNCTIONS OF THE CONTROLLER

 Model :  HOT - 4000N

6.1 MAIN CONTROLLER PART NAME

20페이지



6. FUNCTIONS OF THE CONTROLLER

* Electric features
 - Voltage : AC 220V/60Hz
 - Allowable voltage : AC 220V ±15%
 - Electric consumption : AC mA 
 - Electric power consumption :  VA
 - Operation ambient temperature range : -10∼65℃

6.1 MAIN CONTROLLER PART NAME
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7. FUNCTIONS OF THE ROOM CONTROLLER

 
  

7-1 ROOM CONTROL PANEL  (CTR-5700PLUS)

  ◎ LEGEND

  1.  LED panel
   2.  BOILER HEATING OPERATING CONDITION SELECT BUTTON
       (RPPM TEMPERATURE HEATING, TIMER HEATING, OUT GOING)
   3.  DOMESTIC HOT WATER, ONLY
   4.  GREEN INDICATOR - POWER SUPPLY
   5.  ADJUSTMENT NUMERIC INCREASING BUTTON EACH FUNCTION
   6.  ADJUSTMENT NUMERIC DECREASING BUTTON WITH EACH FUNCTION
   7.  CH TEMPERATURE ADJUSTMENT BUTTON.
   8.  TIMER ADJUSTEMENT BUTTON
   9.  ON/OFF BUTTON

22페이지



7. FUNCTIONS OF THE ROOM CONTROLLER

7-2 ROOM CONTROL LED PANEL

  ◎ DISPLAY FUNCTIONS

  1.   When the boiler operates with room temperature heating mode, this symbol display
  2.   When the boiler operates with room temperature heating mode, this symbol display.
  3.   Current’s room temperature display in accordance with each heating modes
  4.   When the boiler operates with timer mode, this symbol display.
  5.   When the boiler operates with heating temperature mode, adjusted heating temperature
        display. More the BAR’s numbers, the heating temperature is higher
  6.   When the boiler is operating in each setting mode, this symbol display
  7.   When set the room temperature will changing, this symbol display.
  8.   When the room temperature will be changing, this symbol display
  9.   When the boiler doesn’t operate with timer mode, this symbol display
  10. When the boiler operates with timer heating mode, this symbol display
  11. When the boiler operates with outgoing mode, this symbol display.
  12. When the boiler operates with DHW mode, this symbol display
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8. OPERATION EXPLANATION

1 Operation explanation ( * Initial operation - when approve initial power ON  * During the initial 12seconds, stop igniting)
1-1 Function for MAIN power OFF

No Functions Indication

1
Freeze &

burst
No sign

Overheating

warning

Overheating

errors

1-2 Function for ROOM power OFF
No Functions Indication

No sign

Overheating

warning
No sign

Overheating

errors
"96"

1-3 Function for power ON
① When connected thermostat CTR-6070

* According to heating & water temperature setting value, the FAN and Circulation pump is operating. 

* When Removing the room thermostat line or detecting the matter of lines for 10mins during operation, the control recognized

 as inner function of thermostat and operating as water temperature setting value before.

* Inner Circulation pump

 - When setting the bathing function, the inner circulation is operating.

② When disconnected the thermostat CTR-6070 
* FND display the water temperature as "- -".

* Thermostat will automatically recognize it as the interior features. 

* The seasonal setting(water temperature) is automatically setting as 75℃.

OFF
Remarks

75℃ Below 65℃ Over 75℃ Over 67℃ Below 55℃

Exhaust FAN Circulation pumpsetting the water temperature

(CTR-6070) ON OFF ON

Setting temp. means water temp. setting.

(the water temperature is set by CTR-6070)

Outing

YES

(When room temp. is below

8℃ )
NO

It is operating in the same with

freeze & burst
OFF

ON OFF

OFF OFF OFF
OFF

Indoor
(Reservation

)

YES

NO

OFF ON

OFF

Bath YES OFF

ON

(Below

79℃)

OFF

(Over

80℃)

Operation Conditions for

ROOM                   (indicated

by LED during operation)

Echaust FAN Circulation pump
Below

setting

temp.

Over setting

temp.

Below

circulation

points

Over

circulation

points

No sign

Inner

circulatio

n pump

Remarks

BCX-4000C2

1

2

Freeze &

burst by water temeprature sensor(Below 7℃)

by water temeprature sensor(Below 10℃)

Resume

over 12℃, automatically returnCirculation pump ON

Circulation pump ON

ignition process ON
over 25℃, automatically return

by water temp.(89℃),over heat(88℃)sensor

ON
when setting the bathing temperarture over

80℃, the boiler is operating as fixed at 80℃ .

by water temp.(89℃),over heat(88℃)sensor

by water temp.(93℃),over heat(92℃)sensor

below water temp(81℃),overheating(80℃),

automatically return
below water temp(85℃),overheating(84℃),

automatically return

Circulation pump ON

Circulation pump ON

Thermostat CTR-6070

No sign

Circulation pump ON

Circulation pump ON

Circulation pump ON

Detect method Operation

Conditions

8-1 OPERATION EXPLANATION

Detect method

below water temp(81℃),overheating(80℃),

automatically return
below water temp(85℃),overheating(84℃),

automatically return

Operation Resume

by water temeprature sensor(Below 10℃)

2

over 12℃, automatically return

by water temp.(93℃),over heat(92℃)sensor
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8. OPERATION EXPLANATION

1-4 FAN & Circulation pump operation temperature according to water temperature setting        Temperature : ℃

* POST PURGE Functions. (when exhaust FAN power off, the FAN is operating 2hours at a great rate.) 

* If the water temperature is 80(83) degrees , the circulation pump turn OFF(ON). 

① Exhaust FAN OFF points : Indoor : 85℃±2℃ (Water temperature setting based on 85℃)

              Bath : 80℃±2℃  

② Exhaust FAN ON/ OFF Temperature Difference : Indoor : 10℃±1℃ (Water temperature setting based on 85℃)

                 Bath : 1℃±1℃

③ Circulation pump ON/OFF difference : 12℃±1℃  (Water temperature setting based on 85℃)

1-5 Room return function ( BY ROOM CONTROLLER)

    ① Overheating and safety cutoff will be cancel by Pushing the ON/OFF BUTTON.

    ② While pressing the resume button, the boiler will stop igniting. 

* Manual return function makes the power switch to turn ON/OFF in MAIN CONTROLLER.

1-6 Initial flame detection function. (“01”CUTOFF) - Manual return
     - Means : If no flame detected at initial operation conditons for 7mins, it considers as ignition failure after turning on the heater

     (conditions on below 2.5V)

      After initial fuel supply(1/2), if there is no flame for 6mins , the room controller display Error "01".

     (Refer to the time chart about initial failure of ignition)

* Displayed error "1" when the flame is not detected after turning on the heater for 5mins(20K)/6mins(50K) at restart conditions.

     (or after 1/2 of initial fuel supply for 6mins).

     - Indication : "01" flash at water temperature FND.

     Heater, supply of wood pellet, circulation pump OFF, dust treatment, heater, supply of chips, circulation pump off, 

     dispose of dust ON, circulation pump will operate according to the low water level detection functions only.

     - Removal : Error "01" is cancelled by main power or room power ON/OFF.

below70℃

below 75℃

50℃

55℃(fall)

60℃

65℃(spring)

70℃

75℃(early winter)

80℃

85℃(winter)

below 42℃

below 48℃

below 50℃

below 55℃

below 60℃

below 65℃

72℃ over

77℃ over

over 70℃ 

over 75℃

over 80℃

over 85℃

62℃ over

67℃ over

over 50℃

over 55℃

over 60℃

over 65℃

60℃ below

65℃ below

43℃ over

49℃ over

52℃ over

57℃ over

40℃ below

45℃ below

50℃ below

55℃ below

45℃(Summer) below 38℃ over 50℃ 39℃ over 30℃ below

33℃ below

35℃ below

8-1 OPERATION EXPLANATION

setting the water temperature

(CTR-6070)
Exhaust FAN Circulation pump

ON OFF ON OFF
Remarks
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8. OPERATION EXPLANATION

1-7 low water detection function("95" cutoff) - Automatic return
      - Means : "95" error will occur, When the signal of the low water level sensor is detected more than 3secs 
                   in normal operation conditions.
      - Indication : Flash "95" at water temperature FND 
                   heater, supply of chips, circulation pump OFF, dispose of dust ON, supply of chips, 
                   circulation pump OFF.(BUT, turn on When occurred overheating error)
      - Removal : Automatic return in normal water level.

1-8 THERMOSTAT function. (ON/OFF Type thermostat)         
 ①   When disconnected the THERMOSTAT line…
     - Means : The boiler is operating in the condition of thermostat(CTR-6070) setting.
                 (But, with the exception of power OFF)
 ②   When Occured an electric leakage of THERMOSTAT
     - Means : the boiler will be stopped regardless of thermostat(CTR-6070) setting.
                 (But, The freeze and burst function is working only, when the power off)
1-9 Overheating functions(Automatic return)
 ① Overheating warning
      - Means : When water temperature and overheating sensor detected in the normal conditions, 
      overheating warning will be occurred.
      - Indication : No sign-Circulation pump ON, blower OFF.
   *Overheating - when overheating sensor(water temperature sensor) is detected over 88℃(89℃).
      - Removal : overheating error is cancelled in case of below 85℃~86℃ temperature sensed by overheating sensor.

 ② Overheating error
      - Means : when occur overheating sensed by water temperature or overheating sensor in the normal conditions.
      - Indication : FND display "96" and flash. circulation pump ON, Blower FAN ON.
    *Overheating error -error"96" is displayed in case of over 92℃(93℃) sensed 
        by overheating sensor (water temperature sensor).

      - Removal : overheating error "96" is cancelled in case of below 85℃ sensed by sensor and circulation pump OFF.

1-10 Initial fuel supply, fuel supply operation, fuel supply stop time setting functions.
      - LED display indicate setting time in a state of LED ON. Each time to touch the UP/DOWN button, 
        intial LED, operation LED, stop LED ON.
      - Push the setting button over 5seconds until flashing the LED number in a state of LED ON. 
      - Set the time with UP/DOWN BUTTON (If there is no input signal over 5seconds, Automatically resume 
        and will be saved.
      - Initial fuel supply(1~99seconds, configurable), Operating fuel supply(1~10seconds, configurable),
        stop fuel supply(1~99seconds, configurable)

8-1 OPERATION EXPLANATION
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8. OPERATION EXPLANATION

1-11 Safety equipment : Ignition stops, Each functional safety equipment is operating.

6

7

3
LOW water

level
95

                                     ( Priority order  : Overheating > Low water level > Freeze and Burst )

* Ignition procedure : What is igniting?                       *  Initial power ON (Based on boiler operation conditions)

 Exhaust FAN(at a high speed) ON, heater ON after 15 seconds->Blower FAN(at a low speed), supply according to Initial fuel supply ->

 when tmeperature below 2.5Vpromptly Heater OFF -> DELAY 30seconds-> Carrying flame function(2mins) ->

 Blower FAN(with a high speed), operating in order according to fuel operation setting value or fuel stop setting value ->

 According to operating points, FAN and circulation pump in operating in order.

      -Resume conditions-
(Setting capacity, 20K)
  FAN ON(at a high speed) for 15seconds→FAN ON(at a low speed),fuel supply,Heater ON for 5mins→flame detection ON, 

  Heater OFF→DELAY(30seconds)→Carrying flame function→Normal fuel supply

If Flame detection function OFF( after attempt 1st “01” displayed) – Operate the heater for 6mins and supply fuel 1/2.
(Setting capacity, 50K)
  FAN ON for 15seconds(at a high speed)→FAN ON(at a low speed),fuel supply,heater ON for 6mins→flame detection ON, 

  Heater OFF→DELAY(30seconds)→Carrying flame function→Normal fuel supply.

If Flame detection function OFF(after attempt 1st “01” displayed) – Operate the heater for 6mins and supply fuel 1/2.
* During the heater operation, the photo sensor doesn’t detect flame. After a period of time the process will go on in order.

Promptly

Promptly

when water

temperature sensor

sensed over 12℃
when water

temperature sensor

sensed over 12℃

7

Freeze &

burst

detection

when the water temperature sensor

sensed below 10℃(only OFF operation)

when the water temperature sensor

sensed below 7℃(only OFF operation)

water temeperature

85℃,overheating 85℃

Auto return

no sign

Ignition procedure OFF

Circulation pump ON

Ignition procedure OFF

Circulation pump On

(for 7mins)

Promptly

Promptly

water temperature

85℃,overheating 84℃

Auto return

Manual return

96

98

when Over 92℃ sesned by water temperature

sensor

when Over 93℃ sesned by overheating

when backfire overheating (bimetal) sensor

operating

Circulation pump ON

Circulation pump ON

Ignition procedure ON

4

5

6

Overheatin

g warning

Overheatin

g error

Backfire

overheating

when Over 89℃ sesned by water temperature

sensor

when Over 88℃ sesned by overheating

sensor

Promptly
Ignition procedure OFF

Circulation pump ON

Ignition process OFF

Circulation pump ON

Auto return on the

morrow of removal

cause

8

when the Low water lever Ignition procedure OFF over 3seconds Automatic return

Normal operation
MAIN “08” turn on & out

Normal operation
MAIN “08” turn on & out

2

Receptio

n/Transm

it   fault

Transmit/receipt
Transmit fault

MAIN receipt fault

Manual return

2

3

4

5

Manual return

Auto return on the

morrow of removal

cause
Auto return on the

morrow of removal

cause
Manual return3seconds

20seconds

when fuel supply loading not be

detected.         (No Detect“H”, Detect”L”)

water temperature sensor disconnected

or sensed a hopper door open

overheating sensor disconnected or

sensed a hopper door open

when exhaust fan RPM does not detect

When exhaust fan RPM deviate the standard

Ignition procedure OFF

Ignition procedure OFF

2seconds

2seconds

Promptly

Promptly

Ignition procedure OFF

blower ON(10mins)

Ignition procedure OFF

Blower ON(10mins)

Ignition procedure OFF

Circulation pump ON

Ignition procedure

OFF

1

when actual loading of the heater not be

detected. (No Detect“H”, Detect”L”)
Manual return

8-1 OPERATION EXPLANATION

Infrared Sensor sensed continually over

2.5V for 10mins or more after heater ON

Ignition procedure

OFF
Promptly Manual return

Safety

cutoff1

Display

(CTR-6070)
NO Name Means Operation Detection time Resume
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9. TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE (error code)

* If the room power turns OFF In process of re-ignition and initial fuel supply, you should turn off after 1 cycle of

 normal ignition procedure.

 -  From the initial fuel supply to flame detection point is regarded as 1 cycle.

(But, when turning OFF the boiler after flame detection, operate the blower for 10mins and OFF.)

 1-12 Fuel supply function
* after detecting below 2.5V of Infrared sensors for 10seconds, supply fuel  according to panel part fuel supply setting conditions.

 And in case of detecting over 2.5V of infrared sensors for 10 seconds, the boiler operate with initial conditions after 

stop operating caused by fuel supply operation.

* From the fuel supply time, repeat according to setting value of fuel supply stop time and fuel supply operation time. 

* Temperature measurement range : control measurement Based on the temperature sensor value.

* Temperature error range : An unspecified tolerance temperature is ±3℃.

 1-13 Clinker protection function.
* In case of the boiler operating for 4 hours continually, the Fan will be operating at a high speed for 1minute.

 1-14 Carrying flame functions
 Initial power ON or resume condition

* 20K Capacity  - Continue the normal fuel supply After 2mins of operating as fuel supply operation(1sec) and

 stop supplying fuel(15sec).

* 50K Capacity - Continue the normal fuel supply After 3mins of operating as fuel supply operation(2sec) and

 stop supplying fuel(15sec).

 - Add partial-load function

    : Blower OFF temperature - Partial-load function will operate at 5℃.
    : In a case of partial-load, fuel supply will be extended three times the value of the fuel supply stops, RPM will be displayed in the bidium

      example ) Operatin  4seconds, Normal 6seconds -> Operation 4seconds,  ignition 18seconds 

 1-15 Capacity setting and DC fan motor operation specification per capacity.
* When you are changing the capacity setting, you must turn power OFF first.

55

125

200200

Below 100 RPMLOW LIMITE

HIGH LIMITE

instability of RPM 20seconds

may occur "07"Cutoff

On cleaning the burner functions

PRE PURGE time

POPST PURGE

FAN manual mode

3step RPM

(at a high speed)
4200±100

Over 6000 RPM

1step RPM

(at a low speed)

2step RPM

(Normal speed)
3600±100

48

120

1900±100

RPM PWM

When igniting,

after igniting DELAY times

When Part-load operation

On combustion

9-1 FINDING FAULT

Capacity setting switch

Sorting Remark
ON(LOW_0V)

20K

OFF(HI_5V)

500K

RPM PWM
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9. TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE (error code)

* Trouble : No normal ignition
No

* Trouble : Disconnection of the feed motor and the electric heater

No

① Check the wire of the heater for damage.

② Replace the heater.

③ The standard resistance on both ends of the

heater is 90~100Ω.

1. Heater

disconnected

① Check the wire of the heater for damage.

② Replace the fuel feed motor.

③ Check the limit sensor to see whether any

foreign materials have been caught in it.

(e.g., gloves, parts of the gunny bag, and bark).

2. Fuel feed motor

disconnected
SEE PHOTO 7

SEE PHOTO 4

SEE PHOTO 5

SEE PHOTO 6

01

① Check of the feed motor operates, though, the

fuel is not supplied.

② Remove and check the feed motor.

③ Replace the screw.

1. Fuel feed screw

failure

① Foreign materials are caught on the fuel feed

screw, so the screw does not operate.

② Remove any foreign materials (gloves, barks, and

parts of the gunny bag).

4. Foreign material

on screw

① Check the photo sensor for any defects (at a

voltage lower than 2.5 VDC).

5. Photo sensor

failure

SEE PHOTO 2

① Check whether the fuel in the fuel storage tank

is insuffieient.

② Fill the tank with fuel to the fuel feed line.

3. Insufficient SEE PHOTO 3

Failure

02

03

Remarks

① Remove fuel that has been exposed to misture

and has congealed.
6. Defective fuel

9-1 FINDING FAULT

Troubleshooting Remarks

SEE PHOTO 1

① Check whether the controller is supplying power

(220 VAC) and the motor is operationg.

② Replace the fuel feed motor.

2. Fuel feed motor

failure

Failure Troubleshooting
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9. TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE (error code)

9-1 FINDING FAULT
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9. TROBLESHOOTING GUIDE (error code)

* Trouble : Disconnection of temperature sensor and overheat sensor

No

* Trouble : Defective transmission/reception

No

* 

3. Defective

transmission/rece

ption

08

① Defective transmission of the room

controller and the main controller : Ignition

travel turned off

② If the problem persists for more than ten

minutes, Error 08 has occurred, and the power

LED blinks.

③ Repalce the room controller (automatic

recovery).

2. Low limit,

high limit

06

Failure Troubleshooting Remarks

① The RPM of the blower is too low or too

high due to foreingn materials caught on the

blower housing

② Too high RPM of the blower or the exhaust

may be caused by strong wind when the flue

is installed in the wind pressure zone contact

the installation shop about changing the

location of the flue.

③Remove condensate from the curved part of

the flue, if any

④ Contact your distributor or the after-sales

service center.

06

07

1. Water temp.

sensor

disconnected

① Check the water temperature sensor for correct

connection.

② Check the wiring for damage.

③ Replace the temperature sensor.

2. Overheat sensor

disconnected

① Check the overheat sensor for correct

connection.                                                  ②

Check the wiring for damage.

③ Replace the temperature sensor.

Disassembled part

of burner

1. Blower RPM

not detected

① Check the wiring of the blower for damage.

② Replace the blower.

Troubleshooting Remarks

9-1 FINDING FAULT

Failure
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9. TROBLESHOOTING GUIDE (error code)

* Trouble : Overheat error
1) Symptom : Detecting water temperature higher than 93℃ by the water temperature sensor/detecting temperature
 higher than 92℃ by the overheat sensor
2) Recovery : Automatic recovery upon water temperature lower than 88℃/overheat lower than 87℃

No

* Trouble : Triggering of the overheat sensor (bimetal) due to counter-flow of flame
1) Step 1 : Temperature at the water temperature sonsor lower than 10℃ - Released when the circulation 
pump operates at temperature higher than 12℃
2) Step 2 : Temperature at the water temperature sensor lower than 7℃ -The circulation pump 
and the burner start operation.

No

4. Poor air

tightness of the

fuel feed line

① Poor air-tightness of the hoses and the

pipes used for feeding the fuel to the burner

causes overheating. Disassemble the band,

check the air-tightness and reassemble the

band.

SEE PHOTO 7

98

3. Fire tube

clogged
① Clean the fire tube of the boiler.

2. No Tee

installed on the

flue causing head

① Install a Tee on the flue to prevent head

wind.

Troubleshooting Remarks

1. Fuel clogged ① Clean the flue

Installing the

boiler in the

boiler room

Failure

2. The CH calce

kept lock to cause

rapid elevation of

temp erature

① Check whether the distributor valve is

locked; if it is, open the locked valve.

3. Controller

failure

① The feed motor continues operating even

when the fuel feed is in the halting mode.

② Repalce the controller.

Troubleshooting

9-1 FINDING FAULT

Remarks

① Check the circulation pump circuit of the

coil. The measurement result for a resistance

of '0' indicates normal operation; 'infinite'

indicates a circuit of the coil. Replace the

circulation pump.

Installing

detachable pump

1. The circulation

pump inoperable

Failure

96
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9. TROBLESHOOTING GUIDE (error code)

9-1 FINDING FAULT
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9. TROBLESHOOTING GUIDE (error code)

9-1 FINDING FAULT
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10. TECHNICAL DATA TABLE

DATE :  May. 6th . 2011

%

㎡

㎡

bar (psi)

℃ (℉)

kW
(kcal/h)

bar (psi)

bar (psi)

℃

△t=25℃ ℓ/min 

△t=30℃ ℓ/min

△t=40℃ ℓ/min

V/Hz

W

mm

mm(A)

mm(A)

mm(A)

kg/h

W x D x H 

kg

%

ppm

℃

Connecting

 Diameter

 Exhaust Flue Diameter

 Electrical Supply 

 Exhaust Temperature at Max Output

 Power Consumption  (ignition /operation )

Domestic Hot Water Connection

 Heating Output (Max)
kW

(kcal/h)

Pellet Boiler Technical Data Table

                                                                                 Model
 Technical Specification KRP - 20A

150

200

8.2

300

700 x 772 x 1320

5.54

91.4

S8R25GB / S8KA200B (1 : 200  8 RPM)

Φ68 x Φ21.7 x 60 pitch x 1.5 t x 550 mmScrew spec

 Useful Efficiency at Max-Min Heating Output
 ( L V H )

 Fuel supply  TYPE

 10(145.03)

Over heating sensor

85 (185)

0.5 (7.3) Min working Pressure for DHW 

 Domestic Hot Water Output

 Max working Domestic  Hot Water  Pressure

23.3
(20,000)

 Installation Type Floor Standing type

13.3

Bimetal.  (95℃)

 Max Heating Water Temperature

Purpose Heating and Domestic Hot Water 

 Heating Water Circulation Method

 Burner type

1,200 x 900 x 1,400

DC (KVG-30DA, 90CMH, 50W) Fan

 Heat exchanger W x D x H mm 

230V / 50Hz

 Specific Domestic Hot water

1 PASS Combustion TYPE

11.1

8.3

 23.3
( 20,000)

Air Open  or  Closed Type

3  (43.5) Max Heating Water Pressure

Photo sensor

Heating space

Motor

electric coil heater

Gun type

 Flame perception type

Heat transfer area

66~99

3.5

 Ignition type

 CO(0%O2) at Max Output

 CO2 at Max Output

 Hopper capacity

 Hopper SIZE

 Pellet consumption

500  /  150

 Fuel Type Wood  fellet Φ 6 x 35 mm

  1 (25)

150  (FE)

Heating  water Connection

1  (25)

1/2 (15)

Over frow
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11. MEMO
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